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Maelstrom Tactical is a manufacturer and wholesaler of uniform footwear and
apparel for law enforcement, military, and tactical professionals. Based just
outside of Washington D.C. in Sterling, Virginia, Maelstrom is able to have a close
connection with industry leaders and key decision makers, guiding them towards
innovation, and offering quality high performance products at unbeatable costs.
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LIGHTWEIGHT

WATERPROOF

SLIP RESISTANT

SPIKE PROTECTION

HIGH PERFORMANCE MATERIALS
FULL GRAIN LEATHER

WATERPROOF MEMBRANE

The toes of Maelstrom boots utilize full grain leather and a top grade hide. The full grain
leather and hide develops a natural patina overtime, rather than wearing out. The use
of full grain leather and top grade hide is what helps make Maelstom boots extremely
durable. In addition, our boots have great breathability, resulting in less moisture from
prolonged contact. A polishable leather helps conform to uniform code.

Industry proven waterproof liners are used to make the booties. This
guarantees that your feet stay dry and comfortable in wet environments.
A range of textile structures and high performance fibers give the membrane
excellent moisture movement properties. In footwear applications,
perspiration is moved away from the foot surface by heat and mass transfer.

ANTI-ODOR AND ANTI-BACTERIA

SHANKS

The insoles of our boots are anti-odor and anti-bacteria. Uniquely contoured design
provides optimal support to your feet. It is also three times more durable than
conventional EVA insole.

Shanks, sandwiched between two lasting boards during the shoe
construction process, are used to enhance lateral stability and tensional
strength. Steel shanks and composite shanks are used in our boots.

SLIP-RESISTANT

LIGHT INSULATION

We use special chemical compounds for our outsole that is ideal for various terrains. It is
slip-resistant and oil-resistant with great flexibility and traction.

ERGONOMICALLY DESIGNED LASTS
Shoe last is a form in the approximate shape of a human foot, used in the
manufacture and repair stages. Shoe lasts vary among different purposed
shoes. Maelstrom uses ergonomically designed lasts to fit as many people as
possible in order to better their performance.

The lightweight insulation fibers absorb less than 1% of their weight in
water, which makes it not only one of the lightest synthetic insulations but
also keeps your feet warm in harshly cold temperatures.

HIGHLY BREATHABLE LINING

The lining employed effectively removes moisture from the skin that
accumulates during high level activity, thus offering an additional level of
warmth in colder climates and dryness in hot climates. It also helps to prevent
the buildup of bacteria that can cause mildew, rot and odor.
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BOOT ANATOMY
Membraneliner

Waterproof

Side Zipper
with Closure for
Fast On/Off
Polishable
Leather

Slip, Oil-Resistant
Rubber Outsole
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Lightweight, Flexible, Rebounding Midsole

TAC FORCE

Our TAC Force series is designed to be lightweight, comfortable, and fast.
The TAC FORCE series incorporates cutting-edge design features, proven
durability, and high performance. Our TAC FORCE Series is an excellent
choice for law enforcement, military, EMS/EMT, workers and more.

TAC FORCE 8”
T5180Z

BLACK

Polishable leather and nylon upper
Breathable moisture-wicking lining
High performance removable cushion insert
Lightweight, shock-absorbing molded midsole
Slip, oil-resistant rubber outsole
Composite shank for support and stability
Athletic cemented construction with toe stitched
Padded collar and tongue for extra comfort
YKK® side zipper with closure for easy on/off

SIZES
MEDIUM 7 - 12, 13, 14, 15 | WIDE 8 - 12, 13, 14, 15
8
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TAC FORCE 8”
T5180Z WP

iH2O-Tex

BLACK

Polishable leather and nylon upper
iH20-Tex waterproof lining with a full bootie construction
High performance removable cushion insert
Lightweight, shock-absorbing molded midsole
Slip, oil-resistant rubber outsole
Athletic cemented construction
Padded collar and tongue for extra comfort
YKK® side zipper with closure for easy on/off
Bloodborne pathogen resistant

SIZES
MEDIUM 7 - 12, 13, 14, 15 | WIDE 8 - 12, 13, 14, 15
10
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TAC FORCE 8”
T5180Z WP IN
iH2O-Tex

BLACK

Polishable leather and nylon upper
iH20-Tex waterproof lining with a full bootie construction
200 grams Insu-lite™ lightweight insulation
High performance removable cushion insert
Lightweight, shock-absorbing molded midsole
Slip, oil-resistant rubber outsole
Padded collar and tongue for extra comfort
YKK® side zipper with closure for easy on/off
Bloodborne pathogen resistant

SIZES
MEDIUM 7 - 12, 13, 14, 15 | WIDE 8 - 12, 13, 14, 15
7
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TAC FORCE 8”
T5181Z

TAN

Tan suede and nylon upper
Breathable moisture-wicking lining
High performance removable cushion insert
Lightweight, shock-absorbing molded midsole
Slip, oil-resistant rubber outsole
Composite shank for support and stability
Athletic cemented construction with toe stitched
Padded collar and tongue for extra comfort
YKK® side zipper with closure for easy on/off

SIZES
MEDIUM 7 - 12, 13, 14, 15 | WIDE 8 - 12, 13, 14, 15
12
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TAC FORCE 8”
F5180Z

WOMEN’S BLACK

Women’s-specific last for optimal fit and comfort
Polishable leather and nylon upper
Breathable moisture-wicking lining
High performance removable cushion insert
Lightweight, shock-absorbing molded midsole
Slip, oil-resistant rubber outsole
Composite shank for support and stability
Athletic cemented construction with toe stitched
Padded collar and tongue for extra comfort
YKK® side zipper with closure for easy on/off

SIZES
MEDIUM 5 - 10
9
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TAC FORCE 8”
F5181Z

WOMEN’S TAN

Women’s-specific last for optimal fit and comfort
Tan suede and nylon upper
Breathable moisture-wicking lining
High performance removable cushion insert
Lightweight, shock-absorbing molded midsole
Slip, oil-resistant rubber outsole
Composite shank for support and stability
Athletic cemented construction with toe stitched
Padded collar and tongue for extra comfort
YKK® side zipper with closure for easy on/off

SIZES
MEDIUM 5 - 10
14
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TAC FORCE 8”
T5183

COYOTE BROWN

AR 670-1 compliant
Coyote brown cow suede and nylon upper
Breathable moisture wicking lining
High performance removable cushion insert
Lightweight, shock absorbing molded midsole
Slip, oil-resistant rubber outsole
Composite shank for support and stability
Athletic cemented constuction with toe stitched
Padded collar and tongue for extra comfort

SIZES
MEDIUM 7 - 12, 13, 14, 15 | WIDE 8 - 12, 13, 14, 15
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TESTIMONIALS
“From the very moment I put them (TAC FORCE 8” Black Zipper) on, these boots are
without a doubt the lightest, warmest, most comfortable boots I have ever had the
pleasure to wear. I was in the military (for) over 26 years, and these boots would’ve
been a most welcomed addition to my cold gear arsenal! Now, I work security and
am outdoors for 99% of my work day. I actually look forward to whatever Mother
Nature intends to throw at me in Maryland. Please take my expert point of view if
you are considering these boots-- I GUARANTEE you won’t be disappointed!!!”

“I bought a pair of the Desert Tan Boots (TAC FORCE 8”) to wear with khaki tactical
pants. Holy moley! These are THE most comfortable boots I’ve worn in 30 years in law
enforcement. I grabbed these one night on a call out for a pursuit that turned into an
18 hour barricaded subject with hostages standoff. As incident commander, I spent
most of the time on my feet. No problems. I’m fixing to order another desert tan pair
and two black pairs. I’d pay twice the price for the comfort.
P.S. My pitbull puppy loves these boots and hasn’t managed to tear them up. Must be
indestructible!”

-Charles P.

-William J.

Maryland, USA

Texas, USA

These are real boots, don’t let the price fool you. Expect to wear a medium weight boot sock with these and also expect them to perform way beyond any other shoe of this price
can do. I’ve worn them on a 4 mile urban hike across hard streets and icy trails. I’ve raked leaves, mowed the yard, cleaned the rain gutters and worked on the car in these. Even
after all of that, I just wiped them off with a wet cloth and they still look great as a casual boot that I can wear to work. I really can’t say enough good things about these boots.
They have a 3/4 nylon shank, which means they will be nothing like your running shoes, the support and protection they offer is that of a real boot. This is great but will seem
stiff to you if you’re usually a low cut sneaker wearer. Give them a couple of days to break in. Maelstrom also puts a real support insole in these boots, with full arch support and a
nice cushion for your foot. Next payday I’m buying these in tan. I just can’t say enough good things about them.
-Russ W

Oregon, USA
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TAC ATHLON

Our Tac Athlon series is specifically designed for law
enforcement, security, and uniform personnel who demand,
performance, speed, and style. This series offers an athletic look
combined with a comfortable, light weight perfomance design.

TAC ATHLON 6”
4160

BLACK

Polishable leather and nylon upper
Flexible abrasion resistant, embossed leather for
stylish look and protection
Breathable moisture-wicking lining
Removable, orthotic insole for all day comfort
Lightweight, shock-absorbing molded EVA midsole
Slip, oil-resistant rubber outsole
Composite shank for support and stability
Athletic cemented construction
Padded collar and tongue for extra comfort
Lightweight, athletic design. 100% non-metallic
hardware
SIZES
MEDIUM 7 - 12, 13, 14, 15 | WIDE 8 - 12, 13, 14, 15
18
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LANDSHIP

Our LANDSHIP series is an excellent option for Tactical/Police/Security
professionals. Designed to be lightweight, comfortable and fast, the
LANDSHIP boot incorporates cutting-edge athletic design features,
traditional construction processes for proven durability.

LANDSHIP 8”
T1180BZ

BLACK

Polishable leather and breathable air mesh upper
Breathable moisture-wicking lining
High performance removable cushion insert
Lightweight, shock-absorbing molded midsole
Slip, oil-resistant rubber outsole
Composite shank for support and stability
Athletic cemented construction
Padded collar and tongue for extra comfort
YKK® side zipper with closure for easy on/off

SIZES
MEDIUM 7 - 12, 13, 14, 15 | WIDE 8 - 12, 13, 14, 15
16

LANDSHIP 8”
T1181BZ

TAN

Tan suede and breathable air mesh upper
Breathable moisture-wicking lining
High performance removable cushion insert
Lightweight, shock-absorbing molded midsole
Slip, oil-resistant rubber outsole
Composite shank for support and stability
Athletic cemented construction
Padded collar and tongue for extra comfort
YKK® side zipper with closure for easy on/off
Two metallic vents for cooling

SIZES
MEDIUM 7 - 12, 13, 14, 15 | WIDE 8 - 12, 13, 14, 15
17
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TESTIMONIALS
For the price the Maelstrom Landship 8” Tactical boots are great! I like the style and
the side zipper makes it easy to put on or take off. I have had other brands of boots
that cost a whole lot more and do not give as much in quality. I am on my feet for
most of 12 hours a day. I would highly recommend Maelstrom for anyone looking for
great boots without breaking the bank.
-W. Whittenberger

Florida, USA

These are the best tactical military boots that I ever owned. I am a Military guy and
I know what I am talking about. Great quality, nice features, very comfortable, and
light. Well made product.

-M. Idrissi

New York, USA

Working as a security guard I needed boots that could hold up in all weather conditions and be comfortable for making my daily rounds. The first day I wore these boots was at
work. Unlike my old boots, these did not bother my feet, and they hadn’t even been broken in. There was an inch of snow on the ground and these boots did great. If you are in
security or law enforcement these boots are a great value.
-Justin D.

Indiana, USA
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PATROL

Our Patrol series is specifically designed for law enforcement, security, and uniform
personnel who demand optimal foot protection, comfort, and speed. This series offers a
great combination of features, including a Dri-Lex breathable waterproof membrane liner,
a curved side zipper with closure, and a light weight shock-absorbing sole system.

PATROL 6”
P1360Z

BLACK

Polishable leather and nylon upper
Breathable moisture-wicking lining
High performance removable cushion insert
Lightweight, shock-absorbing molded midsole
Slip, oil-resistant rubber outsole
Composite shank for support and stability
Athletic cemented construction with toe stitched
Padded collar and tongue for extra comfort
Curved YKK® side zipper with closure for easy on/off

SIZES
MEDIUM 7 - 12, 13, 14, 15 | WIDE 8 - 12, 13, 14, 15
18

20

PATROL 6”
P1360Z WP CT

BLACK

Polishable leather and nylon upper
Dri-Lex® waterproof lining with a full bootie construction
High performance removable cushion insert
Lightweight, shock-absorbing molded midsole
Slip, oil-resistant rubber outsole
Padded collar and tongue for extra comfort
Curved YKK® side zipper with closure for easy on/off
Bloodborne pathogen resistant
Composite safety toe cap (meets ASTM F2413-011 standard)

SIZES
MEDIUM 7 - 12, 13, 14, 15 | WIDE 8 - 12, 13, 14, 15
20 21

TESTIMONIALS
“These are the best boots I’ve ever worn. They fit perfectly. The side zipper opening
works smoothly and makes the boots very easy to put on and remove quickly and
easily. Very comfortable when on my feet at work for 10 hour shifts. Very quiet soft
step, and they keep my feet nice and warm in the artic temperatures we have been
having even when ankle deep in snow.”
-Anamalak

Pennsylvania, USA

“I wear these (Patrol P1360Z) at work. I on average, work 72-96 hours a week. These
boots have been in rain, mud, oil spills, gas leaks, and house fires. They have held up
very well. The only evidence of any damage is one scuff mark on the top of the boot. In
wet conditions my feet have stayed dry and warm. They seem to grip the surface well.
The best feature I have found so far is they are very lightweight, and after a day on my
feet I don’t feel like I am dragging them. I highly recommend.”
-Mark F.

Pennsylvania, USA

“I have been wearing mine since November 2012 to now, and it (Patrol P1360Z WP CT) has been flawless. I was expecting this boot to fall apart in a couple of months, but it does
not. It holds up very well. I condition the leather, and shoe shine it, and it looks just like new!
I use it when I feel I will be in a situation that will dirty up my shoes (working in the warehouse, hiking, camping, outdoor activities, expect water splashing on my shoes, rainy
days, washing my cars, or when the composite toe might be needed. A courier dropped a crate on my feet once, if it weren’t for these boots, I would be seriously hurt now.
Ever since I purchased this pair of boots, I’ve been wearing it for all occasions other than going to the gym or exercising. It still holds up very well. The sole is still there with some
visible wear, but the wear is on par with my other Merrell boots with Vibram sole in a year’s usage.”
-Charles C.

California, USA
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COMMANDO

Our Commando series are traditional mil-spec boots for those
who demand performance, protection, durability, and comfort.
It is great for most heavy duty activities such as combat, hunting,
camping, construction sites, and much more.

COMMANDO 9”
M1190MS

BLACK

Made to military specifications
Polishable leather and Cordura upper
Slip, oil resistant vulcanized rubber outsole;
Panama pattern
Removable comfort cushion insert
Rust proof speedhook & eyelet lacing system
Steel shank for support and stability
Padded collar for extra comfort
Metallic vents for drainage and cooling
Steel shim for spike protection

SIZES
MEDIUM 6 - 12, 13, 14 | WIDE 8 - 12, 13, 14
24
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GLOSS OXFORD

The Black Gloss Oxford Dress Shoe is your ultimate
choice for uniform and formal footwear for any
military, law, fire or security personnel. It is
lightweight, comfortable and meets uniform code.

GLOSS OXFORD
120

BLACK

High gloss Clarino upper
Breathable moisture-wicking lining
Removable comfort contoured cushion insert
Slip, oil-resistant outsole
Goodyear welted construction
Light weight

SIZES
MEDIUM 7 - 12, 13, 14, 15 | WIDE 8 - 12, 13, 14, 15
26

TAC PRO

Our TAC Pro series is an apparel line designed specifically for law enforcement,
tactical, and outdoor personnel demanding comfort, performance, and functionality
all within a professional look.

SOFTSHELL JACKET
AP001
3-Layer windproof, moisture wicking soft outshell
Breathable fleece liner for keeping body warmth
Removable, stow away hoodie
Two large, zipper chest pockets for extra storage
Multiple zippered pockets for extra storage
Two shoulder patch panels
Drawstring wristband and hood for optimal fit

AVAILABLE COLORS
BLACK

COYOTE BROWN OLIVE DRAB

SIZES
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL, XXXXL
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BOOT CARE INSTRUCTIONS

CLEANING

WEATHERPROOFING

POLISHING

AVOIDING HEAT

Dirt can be harmful to leather; cleaning
will remove dirt buildup that can mark
the look of the leather. All leather should
be cleaned prior to polishing. Clean your
boot on a regular basis using a moist, soft
brush or rag to scrub away dirt.

Weatherproofing keeps leather looking
good and extends its durability. We
recommend using water-based formulas
to waterproof your boot; they perform
better and don’t over soften leather or
harm fabric.

Polishing, the most recognized step in
shoe care, is an important treatment
in maintaining a new appearance for
smooth leather articles. For this purpose
we recommend a polish cloth or sponge
the same color of your boot.

Leather, glue, and the outsole are very
sensitive to heat. It is best to keep your
boot away from direct heat. It can cause
sun damage to the leather and glue used
on the outsole and possibly cause it to
separate from the upper.

SHOE SIZE CHART
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39
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40
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44
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45

46

47
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UK/Australia

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

5.5

6

6.5

7

7.5

8

8.5

9

9.5

10

10.5

11

12

13
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220

225

230

235

240

245

250

255

257

260

265

270

275

279

283

287

291

295

304

312

320
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WARRANTY
Maelstrom Tactical (“Maelstrom”, “we”, “us”, or “our”) warrants each product sold by Maelstrom or its authorized dealers (“Product”) to be free of defects in materials or workmanship for one year
from date of original purchase, or for the maximum period allowed by the laws of your jurisdiction, if less.
Excluded from coverage under this limited warranty are the following:
Damage caused by abuse or misuse
Damage caused by extended wear and tear
Damage caused by alteration, modification or a customer repair
Damage caused by chemical or other foreign body contamination
Improper fit, use or inadequate care
Other conditions deemed to cause material and component of product to deteriorate and malfunction
This warranty is the exclusive warranty provided by Maelstrom relating to the Product and, to the maximum extent permitted by law, Maelstrom disclaims all other express or implied warranties.
Maelstrom makes the FINAL determination of warranty coverages and exclusions.

ORDER

RETURNS

All orders for Goods must be in the form of a purchase order
submitted on our website at www.MaelstromTactical.com, or via fax
(703) 435-5400. All orders are subject to approval by Maelstrom.
Upon approval, Maelstrom may issue an order of acknowledgement
to Customer. Following approval by Maelstrom, orders may not be
changed or canceled without the written approval of Maelstrom.
Customer may request cancellation of a purchase order by submitting
a written request to Maelstrom Customer Service Department.
Customer will reimburse Maelstrom for all expenses and losses
resulting from any Customer change or cancellation.

All wholesale transactions are FINAL and no return of non-damaged Goods will be
accepted without prior written authorization from Maelstrom. If Maelstrom determines
that it erred on the quantity, style or other aspect regarding the initial shipment of Goods,
Maelstrom will authorize the return of saleable Goods and will forward Customer a return
authorization number provided the request for return is made within thirty (30) days of
Customer receipt of the merchandise shipped in error. Upon receipt of the authorized
stock returns marked with the applicable authorization number, Maelstrom will credit the
customer account with the price initially charged for the returned Goods plus the amount
Customer paid for return of merchandise.
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INTRODUCING THE NEW
MAELSTROM TACTICAL
DEALER PORTAL

®
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